The Driver Vehicle Dashboard (DVD) allows authorised service providers to run near real time checks on drivers and displays the outcomes of those checks in a traffic light format. The following information is designed to help authorised service providers to interpret the traffic light indicators as they apply to drivers.

A GREEN traffic light indicates that no disqualifying offence or ineligibility has been identified in running the check against Roads and Maritime Services (RMS), the Point to Point Transport Commissioner’s databases, or NSW Police Force records.

A WHITE traffic light flags that the uploaded details do not match those in RMS’ database or the person does not have a PT code on their driver licence.

A RED traffic light indicates that there may be an issue with the driver and that further investigation is required to determine the driver meets the safety standards. Authorised service providers should take immediate action when they see a red traffic light.

### P2P Eligibility Check

- The driver has not had a driver authority issued under the *Passenger Transport Act 1990* or *Passenger Transport Act 2014* cancelled or their most recent application refused, or
- No Disqualifying Point to Point Transport Safety Offence charge is recorded against the driver.

- Not applicable - this check will not return a white light.

- The driver is recorded as having a driver authority issued under the *Passenger Transport Act 1990* or *Passenger Transport Act 2014* cancelled or their most recent application refused, or
- Records indicate the driver has been charged with a Disqualifying Point to Point Transport Safety Offence.

### Licence Eligibility Check

- The driver:
  - has a ‘Passenger Transport’ (PT) code on their NSW driver licence, and
  - has held an unrestricted NSW driver licence for 12 months in the past 2 years.

- The details of the driver entered into the DVD do not match the records held by RMS, or
- The driver does not have a ‘Passenger Transport’ (PT) code on their NSW driver licence, or
- The driver does not hold a NSW driver licence (may hold an interstate driver licence), or
- The driver has an outstanding RMS administrative matter to be resolved and may need to visit a Service NSW centre.

- The driver:
  - may not hold a current unrestricted NSW driver licence, or
  - may not have held an unrestricted NSW driver licence for 12 months in the past 2 years.
Serious Driving Offences Check

- No Disqualifying Serious Driving Offence charge is recorded against the driver in NSW since 29 May 2018.

- The details of the driver entered into the DVD do not match the records held by RMS, or
  - The driver does not have a ‘Passenger Transport’ (PT) code on their NSW driver licence, or
  - The driver does not hold a NSW driver licence (may hold an interstate driver licence), or
  - The driver has an outstanding RMS administrative matter to be resolved and may need to visit a Service NSW centre.

- Records indicate the driver has been charged with a Disqualifying Serious Driving Offence in NSW.

Criminal Charge Check

- No disqualifying criminal offence charge is recorded against the driver since 26 November 2018, or
- No disqualifying criminal offence charge is recorded against the driver since a PT code was added to their licence, if added after 26 November 2018.

- The details of the driver entered into the DVD do not match the records held by RMS, or
  - The driver does not have a ‘Passenger Transport’ (PT) code on their NSW driver licence, or
  - The driver does not hold a NSW driver licence (may hold an interstate driver licence), or
  - The driver has an outstanding RMS administrative matter to be resolved and may need to visit a Service NSW centre.

- Records indicate the driver may have been charged with a disqualifying criminal offence in NSW.

Note: The DVD can only be used to check vehicles which are registered in New South Wales (NSW), and drivers with a NSW driver licence who have applied for a Passenger Transport (PT) code at a Service NSW centre. The DVD will only provide indicators relating to a NSW driver authority, disqualifying serious driving offences and criminal offences where charges were laid in NSW.

Service providers need to make alternative arrangements to check interstate criminal records and the eligibility of drivers with an interstate driver licence.